
Hair crimper ENCHEN Enrollor Pro Ref: 6972417692038
Hair crimper ENCHEN Enrollor Pro
 
The ENCHEN brand is part of the Xiaomi ecosystem.
  
ENCHEN Enrollor Pro Hair Crimper
Create dazzling waves and impress everyone with a great hairstyle. The ENCHEN hair crimper allows you to style your hair quickly yet
safely - don't worry about damaging it. It is also extremely easy and convenient to use. It also allows 3-stage temperature control in the
range of 160°C / 180°C / 200°C.
 
 
Fast and effective styling
The ENCHEN Enrollor Pro hair crimper will allow you to create the hairstyle of your dreams in just a few moments. It heats up in no time -
about  30  seconds  is  enough.  It  is  equipped  with  rollers  with  a  diameter  of  28mm,  which  allows  you  to  quickly  and  effectively  style
different parts of your hair. Get stunning waves and enjoy long-lasting results!
 
 
3-stage temperature control
Enrollor Pro is perfect for different hair types. It provides 3-stage temperature control, so you can easily adjust it to your needs. 160°C
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will work well for fine and normal hair. 180°C is suitable for thick and coarse hair. 200°C you can successfully use for professional styling.
 
 
Safe for hair
No more worries about damaging your hair during styling. Among other things, the hair crimper's rollers consist of a layer of essential oils
and a ceramic layer for optimal care. As a result,  hair becomes exceptionally smooth, does not frizz or electrify, and hair styling is no
longer a problem!
 
 
User-friendly
The device  fits  perfectly  in  the  hand and is  very  easy  to  use.  With  its  help,  even novice  users  will  easily  conjure  up  beautiful  waves.
Moreover,  thanks  to  its  carefully  thought-out  design,  the  hair  crimper  housing  does  not  heat  up.  So  you  do  not  have  to  worry  about
getting burned.
 
Brand
ENCHEN
Model
Enrollor Pro
Color
White
Warm-up time
Approx. 30 sec
Temperature
160°C / 180°C / 200°C
Rated voltage
100-240V
Rated frequency
50Hz
Rated power
73W
Diameter of rollers
28mm
 
 

Price:

€ 18.50
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